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Navy federal military pay dates 2020

While everyone in the military knows that wages are 1 and 15 each month, actual payday doesn't always land on those dates because of weekends and holidays. If you are like most of us, money will usually run out before payday rolls around. Knowing exactly when the next paycheck will hit the bank is important when you have bills to pay, food to buy, and life needs to pay. What
many people don't know about is that if they have an account with the Navy Federal Credit Union, their wages will be their bill up for payday. In fact, sometimes your wages will be in the bank on Friday, when the regular military payday is Monday. These dates are navy federal states that have active customs clearance bills. 2020 Navy Federal Military Pay Deposit Dates Month
Military PayDay Money Available to Navy Federal January 15 January 13 January 31 January 31 February 14 February 14 2010 26 March 26 March 13 March 15 March 15 April 13 th August 14th 12 September 12 September 10 September 15 September 11 September 19 September 15 October 15 October 13 October 13 October 30 October 30 November 13 November 10
December 10 December 15 December 15 December 31 December 31 December 31. Keeping up with military wage upgrades for military pay benefits is constantly changing. Make sure you're up to date with everything you've earned. Subscribe to Military.com receive news about all your military wages and benefits delivered directly to your inbox. Show the full article Disclaimer:
This post may contain affiliate links from which I can make money. Like Amazon Associate, I earn commissions on qualifying purchases. All opinions are my own, and I only promote the products that I use and love! Looking for information about the upcoming paycheck? Find More Information When Are There Other Military Stages? ** Hey folks, there is an error in the mid-
November payment calendar. I forgot that they can't initiate a deposit on Veterans Day, November 11, 2020, because it's a bank holiday. The NFCU will therefore initiate these deposits on Tuesday, November 10, which will be used on Wednesday, November 11, 2020. Another additional day early!** The Navy Federal Credit Union (NFCU) is a very popular bank for military service
members. The NFCU has several types of checking accounts, and their active duty verification account offers a variety of privileges, including free checks, ATM rebates and pre-crediting military wages. It is important to note that people who use any other type of NFCU checking account do not have their military pay funds credited early. These include eChecking, Campus Check,
Daily Check, and Flagship Verification. People who use these bills will receive benefits during regular military payouts. NFCU offers credit pay one working day before the actual military payday. However, it is important to note that the NFCU NFCU credit procedures, you can not get a deposit on Monday morning. Therefore, if the regular military stages are on Tuesday, NFCU
members with active duty checks will have their wages announced overnight last Friday and available for use last Saturday. You'll see this in the following calendars: 2020 NFCU Active Position Validation Payment Calendars For My Planners, I submitted 2020 NFCU payroll deposit date calendars! For each option, you can click: Click the image to make it larger, and then save it to
your computer and print it. Save a copy of the PDF and print it. Save a copy of the word and print. Because of the way weekends and holidays work, every year there are a couple of very long pay periods. They are much easier to manage if you are ready for them. If you are paid one working day early with the NFCU, here are your long pay periods for 2020: mid-January pay: 17
days, From 28 December 2019 to 14 January 2020, end-of-month payment: 19 days, end-of-March to 31 March 2019 remuneration: 18 days, closing 12 September to 30 September : 18 days : 18 days, from December 12 to December 30 - this one will be rough for many people, so go ahead and figure out NOW how you will be ready. As always, please let me know if you have
technical difficulties or think you spot the error. No matter how many times they are proof to read, something always gets through! Black and White Printable Version 2020 NFCU Pay Deposit Calendar Here is a link to PDF: 2020 NFCU Active Duty Checking Military Pay Deposit Calendar Black and White Here is a link to microsoft word document: 2020 NFCU Active Duty Checking
Military Pay Deposit Calendar Black and White List For Printable Version 2020 NFCU Pay Deposit Calendar Here is a link to PDF : 2020 NFCU Active Customs Checking Military Pay Dates Deposit List Here is a link to a Microsoft Word document : 2020 NFCU Active Customs Checking Military Pay Deposit Date List Color Printable Version 2020 NFCU Active Customs Control Pay
Deposit Calendar Here is a link to PDF: 2020CU NF Active Duty Check Military Payment Calendar Color Here is a link to microsoft word document : 2020 NFCU Active Duty Checking Military Pay Calendar Color I hope y'all find these useful! One of the greatest perks of military life is having a reliable, consistent paycheck. Military wages are issued once in the middle of the month
and once at the end of the month. We have a chart for you to see exactly what dates are for 2020 military pay days and when these funds are available through the Navy Federal Credit Union* and the United Services Auto Association. * Availability of NFCU funds is shown only in the active position verification account and not in other applications. Budget and living within your
family means it is much easier when you know 2020 military pay dates and USAA pay dates and NFCU pay dates. Commander Of the Navy (SIO) Adm. Mike Gilday sent a message to the Navy to celebrate the 245th Fleet Birthday.Below is the text of his message: Shipmates, this year we are celebrating our 245th birthday almost, all over the world, together. While this birthday is
different from recent years, things haven't changed, how proud we can be in the two-and-a-half-century tradition, as well as our sailors and civilians who continue to build their legacy with family members and loved ones on their side. Today, sailors stand on the clock from the Western Atlantic to the South China Sea and from the North North to the South Pacific. Your navy allows
you to thrive 24/7/365 – at home and abroad – helping to keep marine communities free and open. And I promise you that our allies and partners - as well as your fellow Americans - all sleep better because you are there. Our birthday is an important occasion, because we celebrate our rich past, recognize the achievements of our ships today and look to our bright future. The navy
needs you to be the best you can be. Serve others. Be brave. And always remember that America has a great Navy.Happy 245th Birthday Navy family. I'll see you in the navy, Friends of the Ships. 201006-N-BB269-1003 With the Army's next generation squad weapon project, m4 Carbine and M249 SAW days can be numbered. General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical Systems
Inc., Textron Systems and Sig Sauer prototypes are vying to replace both 5.56 mm weapons systems for infantry and close combat units. All three NGSW candidates use the 6.8mm round, although their designs and mechanics vary greatly. While the NGSW project is a departure from the M4/M16 family, it is certainly not the first time that the army or army has generally tried to
find a new rifle. The prototypes for the Army's Next Generation Squad Weapon (US Army) SPIW display at the Aberdeen Proving Ground Museum (Public Domain)1. A special purpose individual weaponSpecial purpose individual weapon was an Army program that began in 1951 to develop a flechette firing rifle. I know what you're thinking: M16 wasn't taken until 1964. So how
could SPIW be able to replace the M16? Well, Project SALVO was the Army's first attempt to build a SPIW with armed soldiers with a weapon that fired small projectiles in large quantities at high speed of fire, hence its name of intent. While the flechette rounds were tested, the conclusion of the project SALVO was to adopt the Armalite AR-15 as an M16 rifle. However, SPIW
research and development continued project NIBLICK. Now trying to replace the newly adopted M16, Project NIBLICK also aims to create a grenade launcher to complement the flechette firing rifle. SAI, Springfield Armory, Winchester Arms and Harrington Richardson have all provided their unique records to SPIW. None of the comments made were considered to be effective in
the fight against weapons, grenade launchers from SAI was further developed and eventually was an M203 40mm grenade launcher. Top down: SAI, HK, Steyr and Colt ACR prototypes (public domain)2. Advanced Combat RifleStarted in 1986, the Advanced Combat Rifle program aims to replace the M16 with a more accurate rifle. SAI, Colt, HK, Steyr, Ares Inc. and McDonnell
Douglas Helicopter Systems all received development contracts, but only the first four companies advanced to the weapon testing phase. The SAI record used a flechette tour, which, despite the addition of a sound suppressor, created a louder muzzle explosion than the M16. HK's entry was groundbreaking pointless ammunition for the G11, which many people will remember
from the video game Call of Duty: Black Ops. Steyr provided a flechette shooting bullpup design that bore a superficial resemblance to AUG. The colt's ACR prototype was the most traditional because it was a highly modified version of the existing M16 design with a new sight addition, hydraulic bumper, and collapsing buttstock. The Colt ACR also used an experimental two-way
round, one cartridge with two small bullets, to increase the volume of the rifle in the fire. However, the two-way rounds resulted in reduced accuracy in the long haul, defeating the ACR goal. After all, none of the ACR prototypes met or even applied for a 100% improvement over the M16 that the program intended. A prototype with the XM29 Block 3 (U.S. Army) Soldier 3. To target
an individual combat weapon/XM29I ACR program in the aftermath, the army has launched a Goal Individual Combat Weapon Program. The main idea of the OICW program was to develop an infantry rifle that allowed the user to engage targets for the use of solid cover with air-force ammunition. This idea was refined to combine an airburst, low speed cannon with a rifle. Kinetic
rounds of the rifle could directly use the target and, if the target were to move behind the pavement, an mesh munitions could be used instead. By the early 2000s, contract winner Heckler Koch had resigned from the XM29, which contained a 20mm high explosive air burst launcher and a short barrel 5.56x45mm NATO rifle. However, the 20mm HEAB was found to be insufficiently
lethal and a short barrel rifle did not create enough muzzle speed to be as effective as a standard infantry rifle. The XM29 was also too big and heavy to carry a rifle on the front line. The XM29 was postponed in 2004. Army Chief of Staff, Gen. Peter J. Shoomaker, and Sergeant Major of the Army Kenneth O. Preston fire a compact variant of the XM8 at Fort Benning, August 2004
(U.S. Army)4. XM8Designed by Heckler Koch, XM8 was delayed from the delayed XM29. The grenade launcher part of the project went on to be developed into an XM25 Counter Defilade Target Engagement System. The XM8 was a configurable weapons system that allowed the user to set it up as an infantry rifle, a short barreled personal defense weapon, and even auxiliary
weapon. The XM8 also has an integrated vision and IR laser aimed at module/lighting. More than 200 development prototypes have been delivered to the army. However, the tests have yielded many complaints, including a short battery life integrated in sight and an IR module, ergonomic problems, heavy weight, and hand protection that would melt after firing too many rounds.
After this first phase of testing, the military asked for funding for a large field test, which Congress denied. The project was suspended in April 2005. Soldiers fire HK HK416 (U.S. Army)5. The Individual Carbine Individual Carbine Contest began in 2010 and sought to replace the M4 carbine of the U.S. Army. The Army asked manufacturers to provide rifles that, if accurate and
reliable firepower, could be fired in half or fully automatic, had integrated Picatinny rails, and were completely ambiguous. Although no caliber was specified in the tender, any statements that were not submitted to NATO 5.56 x 45 mm or 7.62 x54 mm NATO had to be made by the manufacturer for ammunition. The competition included Robinson Armament Co. XCR, LWRC's
M6A4, Remington's ACR (not to be confused with the ACR program), FN Herstal's FN RAND, Colt's CM901, Beretta's ARX-160, Adcor Defense's A-556, and HK's HK416, among others. During the trials, some companies backed after the Army announced that the winner would have to turn technical data rights into an army; others fell out for financial reasons. Before phase II
testing, only FN, HK, Remington, Adcor Defense, Beretta, and Colt remained running. Although Phase II was completed, Phase III was suspended in 2013 on issues related to the programme's expenditure and necessity. With the M4A1 carbine set to be purchased through 2018, the Army has begun rethinking the acquisition of carbine. On 13 June 2013, the individual competition
for carbine was formally withdrawn as none of the comments submitted met the minimum scores in order to continue the next stage of the evaluation. The Marine armed with the M27 IAR includes his command in Afghanistan (U.S. Marine Corps)6. M27 Infantry Rifle Marine prides itself on its ingenuity. Their ability to improvise, adapt and beat us is part of what makes them such a
lethal fighting force. The Corps demonstrated this ability to acquire and fielding the M27 Infantry Rifle. 2006 The Marine Corps has released contracts with manufacturers to replace the M249 squad with an automatic weapon with a more mobile infantry rifle. Presentations include IAR variants FN SCAR and HK416, as well as Colt IAR6940. In 2009, HK416 won the competition and
started a five-month final test period until it was officially appointed M27 IAR in the summer of 2010. In May 2011, General James Amos ordered the replacement of the M249 SAW M27 IAR and began limited fielding. While the 30round magazine fed the M27 could to ensure continuous dampening fire that can be used by the M249 SAW belt, the M27 with greater accuracy and
reliability compensate for the fire speed. In early 2017, Marine Corps General Robert Neller announced that he wanted to equip every 0311 marine rifle with the M27 IAR. In order to comply with this requirement, the Corps submitted an application for MK 11 000. Chris Woodburn, deputy maneuver branch, fires and maneuver integration marine corps combat development
command, said: The new order will replace all M4s in each infantry squad with the M27, except for the squad leader. The amendment would also include marine training battalions. The deal was completed in 2018, and the Marines are buying just over 14,000 M27 IAC. 2019 The Marine Corps announced that the last of the M27 would be delivered and issued to each infantry
commander and lower infantry by mid-2021. While the M27 will replace the M4 as a standard issue rifle for Marine Corps infantry, non-Marines will continue to field the M4 in the near future. However, it can be said that the Marine Corps succeeded in replacing the M4 in a short period of time, when the army failed in decades of programmes and tenders. If anything, NGSW's goal
of replacing the M4 and M249 with a single weapon system seems to have been lifted from the Marine Corps acquisition and fielding the M27 IAR. Only time will tell whether the army will succeed in replacing the M4 through the NGSW project, or if it will be the last long series of failed attempts. Reserve + National Guard Magazine Posted on October 09, 2020 at 05:18:19 Almost
every military career ends with a service member making a decision: finding a job or starting a business. For those in the National Guard or reserves, this choice parallels the same. Veterans who choose the entrepreneurial path have additional resources to lean on. Jason Van Camp founded Warrior Rising, a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping veterans and their
immediate family members start their own businesses. When you get out of the army you had a question, and that question was now what? What am I going to do with me? Van Camp said. You probably thought to yourself, you know, I could just sit back and collect my retirement or I could get a job or I could start a business. Starting a business after leaving the army is a journey
Van Camp knows well. A former green beret left the army after an arrest disorder forced him to medically retire. He founded Mission 6 Zero, a leadership development company with high-profile clients including the NFL and Major League Baseball.Warrior Rising was launched to help other veterans move to business ownership. The resources provided by the organization are free
of charge to veterans and their close family members. It funded donations with 82.4% of every dollar held by veterans. Everything else, Van Camp said, goes to overhead. He added that Initially, 100% of donations went to veterans, but the company grew too large and had to hire paid staff to keep up with demand. In the five years since its inception, Warrior Rising has grown
exponentially. In 2015, the company helped six veterans set up a business. Last year the figure was 1016. This year, Van Camp said, Warrior Rising on pace is helping 1,500 veterans start new ventures with about 40 enrolled every two weeks. Despite often saying during an online interview that business is difficult, Van Camp said Warrior Rising already has several success
stories. Firebrand Flag Company, for example, recently sold out due to a limited run of firebrand American flags. They're ramping up the business now and I have no doubt this will be a multi-million dollar company, Van Camp said. People wishing to use Warrior Rising free services should first go to the organization's website to register. Van Camp said the intake specialist will call
the applicant within 48 hours. So you have an intimate one-on-one conversation with someone about your business idea of what you're trying to achieve, why you're trying to do it. Is that a good idea? Do you have any money for this? Does your spouse support you? Van Camp said. Questions about the actual journey you are going to start with. From there, applicants are sent to
the Warrior Rising education platform, Warrior Academy - an online training that pushes military operations to bring into the business model. Van Camp said that training is designed to prepare future entrepreneurs with business realities. You can't start with 0000 salaries. It's not how it works in business, he said. You're going to have to grind and go without pay and suffer for a
while before you start seeing income – before you start seeing everything start to pay off and you see a return on investment. After the training is completed, applicants are paired with mentors who a successful industry veteran hopes to succeed. Van Camp said that mentors are usually, but not always veterans. After all, after the veteran meets all the requirements, they can ask
Warrior Rising for financial assistance and the organization will help them find investors, loans or grants. But that's not the end of the veteran businessman's journey with Warrior Rising. What I realized was not just about starting a business and finding your goal through business ownership, it was also about building a community and joining a tribe of community and joining a tribe
of people that can help you, and you can feel comfortable as you're a part of the family, Van Camp said. We have a squad all over the country. In the past, the organization has hosted many personal events, but the ongoing coronavirus pandemic has forced Warrior Rising to turn to online venues for events. Van Camp described coronavirus as a game changer in many ways for
those hoping to start a business. First, he said, more apply for the help of Warrior Rising. This was even more prevalent on COVID, he said. Because people are at home looking for that next step because they ask the question now what, and they come to Warrior Rising for help. He said the pandemic will continue to affect the business world in the near future. He said truck and
logistics, internet services and recreational vehicle sales companies are doing well. His prospects are equally optimistic for credit card processing companies, home security and solar sales. The prospect is less rosy for commercial real estate. My clients who have office space, they understand now that they don't need office space. They can work from home, Van Camp said. They
are putting as much product out the door as they have done before. Private equity firms, venture capitalist companies, companies that basically control their finances, are going to say listen, nothing that doesn't affect the bottom line, get rid of it. They'll say, We don't need office space. We don't have to pay rent. Coronavirus is going to change the game. Van Camp said it was
difficult to predict which companies would be successful. The decisive factor usually has more to do with a future entrepreneur than an undertaking itself. Even those with ideas others think are bad can be successful if they are tenacious and adaptable, he added. We try to make them difficult, and if they continue trying to move forward and if they say I don't care what you think. I
don't care if you laugh at me, I'm doing this no matter who the guys are to succeed, Van Camp said. We try to make sure they understand all the risks. We're trying to help them understand there's no guarantee, and they're probably going to fail. We give them all the statistics. For some people, it scares them. That's a good thing because they would be scared through their
business endeavor anyway. I've seen a few things that I thought well, so it's a stupid idea. Because they didn't leave, they proved I was wrong. Veterans interested in starting a business can be found on the Resources Warrior Rising website article originally appeared in Reserve + National Guard Magazine. Follow @ReserveGuardMag on Twitter. U.S. troops stationed on the U.S.-
Mexico border will remain there until at least the end of September 2019, the Pentagon revealed in an emailed statement January 14, 2019.Acting Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan, who took over former Defense Secretary James Mattis in early 2019, confirmed by the Department of Defense's Assistance to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) through Sept. 30,
2019.The decision was made in response to a request from DHS at the end of December 2018. The mission was previously extended until the end of January 2019. U.s. with the 7th Engineer Support Battalion, Task Force 7 of marine air-land task force 7, walk along the California-Mexico border at andrade entry point in Winterhaven, California, November.30, 2018. (U.S. Army
photo by Spc. Ethan Valetski) Thousands of active duty troops, nearly six thousand at the peak of the operation, have been sent to positions in California, Texas and Arizona that harden entrance points, laying miles and miles of concertina wire. Since the start of the operation, the number of troops at the southern border has fallen dramatically, with thousands of Central American
migrants waiting for hopes to enter the US. The Defense Department is shifting support provided from securing ports for entry to mobile surveillance and detection activities, according to a Pentagon emailed statement. Among other services, soldiers will provide support to the aviation sector. Shanahan also gave his approval to deploy troops to form another 115 miles of razor wire
between ports for entry to limit illegal crossings, according to ABC News. U.S. Marines with the 7th Engineer Auxiliary Battalion, Task Force 7, secure concertina and barbed wire near the California-Mexico border in Andrade in Port of Entry california, November 29, 2018. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Sgt. Asia J. Sorenson) Following a recent cabinet meeting, the border mission
was expected to be extended. We are doing additional planning to strengthen the support that we provide to Kirstjen and her team, Shanahan said, referring to Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen, Military.com announced in early January 2019. We were very, very closely related to Kirstjen, he added. Cooperation was seamless. The cost of the Trump administration's
border mission, condemned by critics as a political stunt, is expected by the end of this month, CNN reported recently. This article originally appeared on Business Insider. Follow @BusinessInsider on Twitter. As a West Point cadet, Claire Dieterich thought she would be a career in the military. In 2010, she was commissioned as a U.S. Army Military Police Officer and met her now
husband Kevin while she was stationed in Washington state. During her time on active duty, she deployed to Afghanistan and shortly before the five-year contract was concluded, she gave birth to her first child and decided to take a life in a different direction. Leaving an active duty was easier to make a decision than I thought it would be, she shared. Although I enjoyed my time in
the army and I was so proud of him, I knew that it wasn't a lasting lifestyle that I wanted for myself or my family. I [switched to work] as a project manager and oversaw projects that put fire alarms and security systems in schools and hospitals. While I liked that I made local schools and hospitals safer, especially as a parent myself, it wasn't something I wanted to do long term. It
was at this time of transition that the light came out Dietiger. (Courtesy Claire Dieterich) When I was pregnant with my second child and working in business in America, I knew that I wanted to be a stay-at-home mom before he was born, she explained. But I also wanted to create something like a nest for my passion for cooking so I could grow into an actual job. From this was
born gourmet love! For Gourmet Love is a website founded on the grounds that delicious food does not have to be difficult or take the whole day to prepare. I've always loved to cook, and I'm a big believer that cooking good food doesn't have to be hard. When I worked full-time and as a mom, sometimes it's really hard to get dinner on the table, Dieterich said. (Courtesy Claire
Dieterich) Dieterich recipes, complete with nail watering photography, range from dinner to dessert, snacks, drinks and entertainment pastes. I wanted to share the simple joys of cooking with others and encourage everyone to get into the kitchen, even if they previously didn't have time to cook, she shared. Today, Dieterich navigates life as a veteran, military spouse and mother of
three in Seattle, Washington. (Courtesy Claire Dieterich) What advice could you give to my military spouses? Find your tribe and keep them close. I didn't have children yet when my husband was stationed, and it was very, very lonely. I just moved to Washington and didn't know anyone yet, and the man I liked was on the other side of the world. The friends that I made got me
through that deployment. There was a person deployed and the person who was alone at home, I can say that it is much harder to be the person here waiting and worrying. Our e-mail, as well as if my home, also offers information about your stay. we went on weekend trips and explored the Pacific Northwest together. And my second part of the advice is to find yourself a hobby. I
started running ultramarathons in college, but when my then boyfriend now the man was deployed I ran even more. I trained hard and did a lot of races, eventually laying the foundations for me to achieve my goal of running the Badwater Ultramarathon. My running goals gave me something to focus on. What's your life's motto? You can achieve your dreams. And also, it's good if
those dreams change. For 20 years, I thought I would be in the Army for 20-plus years. 25, I thought I would climb the corporate ladder. And at 30, I was a stay-at-home mom with three kids with a food blog that I wanted to grow into something big. I achieved everything that I wanted, but my dreams also changed the way I changed. That doesn't mean I failed over the previous



goal, it just means I'm focusing on the next one. If you could choose one song as a theme song for your life, what would it be and why? It's so hard to choose one song, but because this is my boys' favorite song, I have to go with High Hopes by Panic! Disco. I think it's such a fun, upbeat song about working hard and achieving your dreams. Not to mention the song run in! What was
your toughest professional challenge? Hanging my uniform last time was hard. Although I knew I didn't want to continue to serve my country this way, it was still a big part of my life that came to an end and there were a lot of emotions wrapped up in that. I spent years working hard to get to West Point, then years of hard work there, then years of serving my country. I met my
husband through the army. I live in a place that I love and might never have traveled if I wasn't in the army. I'm the one who I am today because I was in the army, even though I didn't like it anymore. Although it was the right decision to close this section and start something new, it was still hard to beat it because I worked so hard to get there. What's your superpower? I am a multi-
tasker and can organize my day to ensure that I do everything that I need. This means that I wake up two hours before my kids do work and edit the blog. This means that I have an adventure with my children in the morning and try out recipes when they nap. I plan from my day to take advantage of the time that I have to ensure that everything is done. I'm not sure I'll really take
the afternoon off when I need it, but for the most part, I feel really balanced and happy to be able to focus on my family as well as something outside of my family that I'm passionate about and want to grow up with. Your voice is important. That's certainly not the case. What's happening in Washington trickles down us. Defence budget cuts and the decision to invade or aid are the
result of what sits in those places. It is our task to ensure that we put the best person for the job there to represent us. Do your research on each candidate. Don't just listen to your ads. Find out how they voted in the past and find out what it means to what you stand for. Then vote in the next election. Make your voice heard for you and your family. Many have sacrificed our right to
do so. 2020 marks the 100th anniversary of the adoption of the 19th Amendment, which guarantees and protects women's constitutional right to vote. This anniversary not only marks a monumental event in history, but this incredible centenary celebration has a huge impact on military families, whether we understand it or not. After all, there are more than one million military
spouses in the United States with about 92% of their women. Active military spouses, uniquely arranged between military service and civilian life, are undoubtedly important to the electoral process, just like their official colleagues. However, it is sometimes difficult to see the impact of our vote, especially in the current political climate change conditions in this election year.
Sometimes when we start to feel sinned about the status of politics in our country, it's pretty easy as well to begin to feel reluctant about voting. We can tell ourselves: I am only one person, and it does not matter in the big scheme of things. To the question is this: Whether or not you like it, every aspect of your life is influenced by politics and each of these politicians has been put
to power in a popular vote. Here are 4 important ways that military spouses can influence change simply by exercising their right to vote! We pick our spouse next commander in chief as military spouses who become the next commander-in-chief should be on the issue. Regardless of political membership, the person voted into office is our spouse's boss, and voting for the best
person should be a priority. As military spouses, it is important to conduct our investigations before the vote and to determine who we think is the best candidate as our country's next president and commander-in-chief. We set the Senate and House of Representatives Beyond for the next president, we will also vote for members of Congress: the House and Senate. These people
influence what is happening in the military and in national laws. Since wages bring veterans benefits, national and global aid, as well as decisions about war, all this is determined by those who hold office. Without forgetting in the voting and electoral process, we do not pay attention to our ability to influence change in areas that directly affect our spouse's life. We make a difference
locally for military spouses to move on a regular basis, so this can't register as something important. Believe me, that is! Those who spot outside are going to have a bigger impact on your life than washington. On the question of your local votes. In smaller local elections, you will vote on mayor, school board, city council and community issues. Whether you have children or not,
whether you are still living in this area or not, it is important. As military spouses, you may not live where you vote, and you do not want to change that. It's okay! You can still vote for your state and residency area, get into your absentee ballot. There is no excuse. Vote locally in every election. We are more aware of how military spouses know what is happening in Washington and
across the country is important. Spend your time researching and going beyond what you hear about the news. You can talk to people who are working on change and you can learn more about the history of our country and where we were. Stop searching for social media information and focus on trusted sources. After all, voting literally puts you in history. Your voice is important.
That's certainly not the case. What's happening in Washington trickles down us. Defence budget cuts and the decision to invade or aid are the result of what sits in those places. It is our task to ensure that we put the best person for the job there to represent us. Do your research on each candidate. Don't just listen to your ads. Find out how they voted in the past and find out what
it means to what you stand for. Then vote in the next election. your voice to hear you and Family. Many have sacrificed our right to do so. At ramstein air base pharmacy in Germany airman associatively combined drug. No military pharmacy has been named in the fraud charge. More than a dozen civilians are accused of scamming more than $100 million dollars from TRICARE
for writing prescriptions that were not medically necessary and then too many of them. Earlier this month, the Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney's Office announced that they had added 10 people to the indictment originally served in February. Named in the renewed indictment are two businessmen, three marketers, two doctors and five pharmacy owners. Read also:
TRICARE beneficiaries have one month to move prescriptions to a 36-page indictment describing a massive scheme to deceive the government through a series of kickbacks, money laundering and medical negligence. The Feds allege that the conspiracy began in 2014 when Richard Cesario and John Cooper founded CCMGRX, LLC (later renamed CMGRX). The company's
premise was to sell composite recipes to service members, retirees and their dependants, documents show. Composite recipes are drugs that are mixed to provide a unique recipe that meets the specific needs of the patient. They are not approved by the FDA, but can be prescribed when a patient may not have a certain ingredient in the drug, or the drug does not take some form,
such as prescriptions for children who cannot swallow pills and must have a liquid version of the drug. Cesario and Cooper enlisted the help of three marketers, Joe Straw, Luis Rios and Michael Kiselak, to recruit pharmacies and patients, the indictment shows. Patients were allegedly oblivious to the scam, and he was told that they were involved in a medical investigation
conducted by an independent non-profit organization, the Freedom from Pain Foundation. The company was run by Cesario and Cooper, who used the company to launder the money they received from TRICARE, Justice says. The money was allegedly paid to five different pharmaceutical owners and two doctors. After paying the beneficiaries for participating in the study,
kickbacks were allegedly sent in the form of inspections to doctors, pharmacy owners and marketing doctors. The rest were scored by Cesario and Cooper, the feds say. More than 30 separate counts have been filed against the men, including conspiracy to commit health fraud. The indictment also describes some of the punishment the men will face if they are found guilty,
starting with a list of non-resident Texas, Florida, and Costa Rica that the men will have to appeal to the government. In addition, 32 vehicles, including Ferraris; Maserati; Aston Martins, Corvettes; Mercedes-Benz; Jaguars; Porsches; Hummers; Cadillacs; BMWs and several trucks and SUVs will be seized by a government conviction for any crime. The indictment extends to
several ships and recreational bank accounts for men and family members, money, investment accounts, firearms, jewelry, other assets and working interests in several oil companies, as well as a monetary decision that could all be seized by the government in order to recover more than $100 million scammed the group. According to a press release on the indictment, Cesario
and Cooper, who were arrested earlier this year, are being held pending trial. The other 10 men all made bail before their trial. Each charge of men is punishable by 5 to 10 years, and a $250,000 fine. The FBI and the Defense Criminal Investigation Service helped investigate and dismantle the alleged conspiracy ring. It's June! Soon we will honor our dads and remind them how
much we care about this Father's Day. While it may be difficult to get the best gift to your spouse from their children, we have put together some truly fiery, military-themed gift ideas for a military dad in his life. And they're super affordable for it as awesome as they... Book now and get them delivered on time on June 21. Check it out! 1. Grenade CufflinksTags, this really is bad@ $
as they look... class up any outfit. Grenades.Made in the USA. Best. Gift. Ever.BUY NOW 2. Engraved Ammo BoxWho says gifts must be serious?! This gun is so comprehensive, no one will ever guess it's made of soap! Whether it's used as a decoration during a party or a gathering or shower, it's definitely going to be a great conversation starter (maybe not a shower...) Be sure
to check the entire store for military replica soaps and candles! (What's not needed for 5.56mm candles?!) BUY NOW 3. American Flag Tie ClipThis company offers military tie clips max! You can choose from a variety of types of aircraft, marine copies, ammunition and weapons. No matter what their branch or specialty, you will definitely find a great addition to their suit and tie.
With such high price points, you can buy a few! BUY NOW 4. Personalized Engraved .50 Cal or .30 Cal Caliber Ammo CanThis mil-spec ammunition cans are solid, steel built and 100% brand new. Perfect for storing ammunition or other items. The lid contains rubber gaskets to form a tight moisture-resistant seal that retains water and dust. These cases are also stacked. BUY
NOW 5. AR15 CAT Scan Gun PrintThis is the most of the coolest thing we've ever seen. This is cat scanning images of actual weapons. After two years of effort and tweaking, they were finally able to take high-res, detailed images of more than 40 different weapons. With statements ensuring you no one in the world has perfected this technology, you can be positive it will be a
one-of-a-kind man cave gift! BUY NOW 6. 50 BMG Bullet Bottle OpenerThis is a bottle opener is handmade from a real depleted .50 caliber round. They measure 5.5 inches long and 0.75 inches in diameter. Ensures that it looks good when opening a service member's drink. Made ol USA A. Be sure to check out the various shell options! BUY NOW 7. Shotgun Shell Pocket KnifeIt
looks like pocket knives are a dime dozen these days. Any pocket knives shaped like Beretta shotgun shells? Now it's a rarity. With a 2-inch stainless steel blade, it's as functional as it is aesthetic. BUY NOW 8. Paracord bracelet with metal fish hook ropeParacord cord bracelet is made with 550 rope and one fish hook closure. The bracelet is also accented with customizable
wrapped strips, which ensure a bracelet on the wrist. Skin (Skin can only be black and brown). The picture shows a black leather accent wrapped next to the fish hook and near the opposite end of the loop. BUY NOW 9. Custom Cornhole SetThis company offers customizable max! They each affiliate choose without branch neutral/American themes as well. Handmade from the
best materials out there, these cornhole sets are perfect for a little RR backyard! Contact them today to customize names, logos, colors, bags, etc... they have every add-on imaginable! BUY NOW 10. Personalized Custom Flip Style LighterThese custom-made, personalized lighters are engraved with military grade insignia of your choice. Each lighter comes in case, which can be
laser engraved on the cap or even at the bottom. Whoever can satisfy your desires. BUY NOW 11. Engraved Whiskey StonesService members lead a strong, lush life... they do not need to water whiskey. These stones are made of cubes of solid soap stone. They keep their temperature much longer than ice, so they will cool the whisky or alcoholic beverages of choice and
provide a more durable chill. BUY NOWThis article originally appeared in the military spouse. Follow @MilSpouseMag on Twitter. On this day 19 years ago, America woke up to unimaginable news. Nineteen al Qaeda members were captured by four fuel-laden U.S. commercial planes. One crashed into the Pentagon. Two more hit the World Trade Center. The final plane was
destined for the White House, but because of the heroic efforts of passengers and crew, he never did so. A total of 2,977 people died that day; killed in New York, Washington, DC and outside Shanksville, Pennsylvania. September 11, 2001, showed us the worst of humanity, but it also showed the very best. Nineteen men laid out to destroy our country, and thousands more
stepped forward to heal it. We were reminded of what the Americans can; incredible kindness, selflessness and unity. The 11 numbers below are just some of the great individuals who put their lives on the line that day, and gave us exactly what we needed: Hope. Father Mychal Judge Although thousands died on that dark day, the first recorded accident was father Mychal judge.
Roman Catholic priest and NYFD chaplain decided to walk into burning to help injured firefighters and others injured in the attack, listening to their final final and blessing them in the last moments. He gave his life only to bring peace to others. Flight 93 passengers Todd Beamer, Mark Bingham, Tom Burnett and Jeremy Glick What would you do if your flight was hijacked? We
would all like to think that we would be brave, like these four men who fought their captors and helped prevent an even greater tragedy. When Todd Beamer, Mark Bingham, Tom Burnett and Jeremy Glick boarded United Airlines Flight 93 that morning, they didn't know what was about to happen. The flight of success in the stroke was somewhat delayed. For this reason, when the
hijackers took over the plane at 9:30 a.m., other attacks had already taken place. When four passengers named their loved ones, they learned of the whimsical intentions of the plane - crashing directly into the White House. To prevent this from happening again, they worked with aircrew members to fight terrorists. When the kidnappers realized the passengers could successfully
damage the cockpit, they chose to crash the plane into a field in Pennsylvania, killing everyone on board. The beamer, Bingham, Burnet and Glick efforts saved hundreds of lives that would have been lost if the plane reached its destination. Before the plane went down, Barnett spoke to his wife on the phone, saying calmly: I know we're all going to die. There are three of us who
are going to do something about it. I love you, honey. Betty Ong and Amy Sweeney One thing all these stories have in common is quick thinking and a calm resolve. Two flight attendants on American Airlines Flight 11 could easily panic when the plane was hijacked. The passenger had already been stabbed, some crew members were killed, and the weather was filled with
something like mace, but they calmly informed their colleagues about the foundation of the scene. Those who get to the end were stunned by their unwavering professionalism, listening carefully as they provided information about the kidnappers throughout the flight. The information they shared helped the FBI reveal their full identity. Wells Crowther Wells Crowther, a 24-year-old
stock trader, was working on the 104th floor of South Tower when he was struck by Flight 175. He called his mother and left her a voicemail, calmly telling her, Mom, it's Welles. I want you to know I'm okay. He had no duty to help anyone escape, except himself, but the former volunteer firefighter chose anyway. He helped more than a dozen people get out before fleeing back into
the building while firefighters saved even more. He carried one injured woman on her back, commanding disorientated and frightened office workers on the ground floor. Survivor Ling Young told CNN, He really takes an angel guard - no ifs, ands, or buts - because without him, we're sitting there, waiting [until] the building comes. His body was recovered in a stairwell, his hands
still have jaws life rescue tool. He is remembered as a man red bandana, commanding, brave figure who worked to save everything you could. Brian Clark Stanley Praimnath was trapped on the 81st floor of the South Tower when the second plane, Flight 175, struck. It was close enough to see how the plane was approaching, but it survived the impact. Terrifyingly, he still had no
way to escape the teetering tower. Fortunately, Brain Clark heard his calls for help and spoke to him over a challenging escape route. As it turns out, stopping to help Stanley, Brian also saved himself. Before he heard Stanley crying, he was directed to the upper floors to wait for help. The building collapsed within an hour. Those who continued the tower never did. Michael
Benfante and John Cerqueira Two colleagues, Michael Benfante and John Cerqueira, were in the North Tower when the planes hit. Most people would be desperate to get out, but when two men ran into a woman in a wheelchair on the 68th floor, they didn't hesitate to stop. Together they stacked Tina Hansen in a lightweight emergency chair and carried her down endless flights
of treacherous stairs. Because of their selflessness and determination, all three of them survived. Frank De Martini and Pablo Ortiz Construction Manager Frank De Martini and construction instructor Pablo Ortiz were both in the North Tower when he was hit. Instead of scrambling to safety, they took it upon themselves to save as many people as they possibly could. Many were
trapped on the 88th and 89th floors of the tower, so the two men began to operate. They opened the door of a stuck elevator, cleared debris, and directed people to safe escape routes. The North Tower collapsed while they were still inside. Before they did, but they saved more than 50 others. Jason Thomas and Dave Karnes While members of the military eventually retire, their
dedication to their country is not. Former Marine Sergeants Jason Thomas and Dave Karnes have both been out of the military for some time. However, when they heard about the attack on the World Trade Center, they put their uniforms back. Karnes was all the way to Connecticut when he sped off to New York at 120 mph to help. He ran to Tom at the site of the collapsed
towers and together began to look through the rubble. They identified two New York Harbor Police officers, William Jimen and John McLoughlin, trapped 20 feet below the surface. Both men were seriously injured, but after 11 hours they were both successfully rescued. Karnes later reenlisted, serving two tours of duty in Iraq. Rick Rescorla Cyril Richard Rescorla was born in Great
Britain, but his devotion to the United States is unmatched. A Vietnam vet with the Silver Star, a police officer, and a private security specialist, Rescorla often warned the Port Authority that the World Trade Center was vulnerable. At the time of the attack, Rescorla was working as head of business security at Morgan Stanley's South Tower, and when his fears were realized he
didve Aid. When the first plane hit the tower in front of him, Rescorla was directed to keep his staff at his desks, but he ignored this order. Instead, he issued an evacuation order, walking workers through emergency procedures he made them rehearse time and again. It evacuated more than 2,700 workers and visitors in just 16 minutes when a second plane struck the building,
from which they had just escaped. During the tense evacuation, his steady voice singing God Bless America and Men of Harlech rang out through a bullhorn, giving people strength and peace. According to the New Yorker, he called his wife during the evacuation to tell her: Stop crying. I have to get these people out safely. If something happens to me, I want you to know I've
never been happier. You made my life. He was last seen on the 10th floor of the South Tower en route to find anyone who had been left behind. Maj. Heather Penney and Col. Marc Sasseville When Major Heather Penney and Colonel Marc Sasseville learned of the initial attacks, two National Guard pilots ready to intercept United Flight 93, the fourth and final hijacked plane. They
targeted their two F-16s straight into the wayward Boeing 757... except that they were completely unarmed. The only way for them to stop the plane would be to get into it is basically a suicide mission. We had to protect airspace in any way we could, Maj. Heather Penney told the Washington Post in 2011. We wouldn't be shooting him down. We'd take the plane. I'd basically be a
kamikaze pilot. Fortunately, passengers and crew on Flight 93 took to work themselves. While Penney and Sasseville never had to complete their death penalty mission, they were fully prepared to go with their aircraft to protect others from harm. Army SPC Beah Doboszenski September 11, 2001, Army Spc. Beah Doboszenski was the only travel guide for the Pentagon. He
worked on the opposite side of the building, so far away that he didn't even hear the plane. A former volunteer firefighter and EMT did not hesitate to volunteer his services, but race to the crash site. He had to evade police officers and go around barricades to find a medical triage station and start providing medical care to countless victims. He then voluntarily ran back into the
building to look for survivors, and the building was still in flames. He gave medical assistance to the wounded outside, then returned to the building while he was still in flames. Former Vice President Joe Biden said of Doboszenski's heroic act, When people started streaming out of the building and screaming, he sprinted toward the crash site. Hours later he changed between
treating his co-workers and dashing into an inferno with a team of six men. Last but not least, Roselle Some heroes have two legs, but some have four. Roselle, the head dog, was on the 78th floor with his blind owner, Michael Hingson, when the plane hit. She led him all the way down Security. Without her, he probably wouldn't have made him alive. The hero puppy lived a long,
happy life until her passing in June 2011, and her owner has since written a book in her honor. These are just some of the many heroes of 9/11. Police officers, firefighters, military personnel and ordinary citizens who brought light to one of America's darkest days: We humbly thank you. As I sit in my concrete bunker surrounded by hand-disinfecting and disinfectant wipes, toilet
paper walls ready to thwart any potential Coronavirus threats, I feel the need to press pause for regular regular mortgage education and address a topic that has flared up the news over the past few days: investing when the market crashed. While I joke about my bunker stash (I can't even find a hand sanitizer in stocks), personal finances are a very individualistic and serious issue
full of licensing requirements and government regulations. I have done what any person who does not want the Financial Industry Regulator to ignite them and call experts. Longtime trusted advisors Nick Stone and Craig Harris have both been able to offer some advice to my investment curious audience who think they may be missing out on the Golden Goose Egg during this
bear market. Stone provided examples over the history of time, when markets have typical cycles of ebb and flow, and it was bound to come full circle even before the Coronavirus scare (which really made compound effects). By putting our economy into the marathon analogy, no one sprints 42 km to the finish line. Instead, there are steady paces along with chokes and breaks.
We may not have seen the bottom yet, because stocks are priced according to what expected revenue is, and companies have yet to report their current quarter. One might speculate that the market will fall even further. Only time can tell. The advice is proposed to increase your current contributions, such as 401K, IRA and other tax breaks, compared to narrow one-off
investments to pay the dollar price. Harris emphasized a good time to invest when the market is down to the point. Buying low and selling high is not a catch phrase, but a mainstay of investment. Regardless of market conditions, at any time is a good time to start investing, but there is definitely an advantage when we are in a small market because you can get a little more with
your money. Even at the highest point, as at where we have just been, there is still a good strategy for investing your money. Nothing is guaranteed, but the market is designed so that over a sufficiently long period of time, your money should grow. He stressed that individual situations and goals are a key factor in how the portfolio is built and how your money can be invested
wisely. Both discourage dumping money blindly into falling stocks today in hopes of getting rich next week. the most important You can do with your money is to have a goal in mind, compare chasing performance returns. It can be retirement, pay for a child's college, buying a home, etc., but you need to know what you're working on in order to get there. The last thing you want to
do is be money for the poor and investment rich without a plan if you need access to that money in the short term. This knowledge is especially important for my mortgage clients, who may need to hang on to some money to close into new homes. There is a big myth out there that financial advisors are expensive, but they really don't. There are traditional brokerage accounts
where you pay a small commission for everything that is bought and put into your account and every transaction made on your behalf. There are also paid accounts where you waive commissions and pay an annual fee that varies depending on companies, usually averages less than 1.5% of the invested assets. If you find yourself shopping around as a financial advisor, ask about
their costs, make sure they are also a licensed stockbroker so you are diversified instead of pigeonholed into one particular item, and ask them if they would invest in your family. It's a trust relationship, and you have the ability to determine how you want the relationship to be shaped, be it twice a year in a comprehensive review, weekly phone calls or somewhere in between. It is
important to remember when you see a great movement in the economy is this: What you want to invest, not what you want to invest in. Unless you live under a rock, you've heard of the Coronavirus pandemic that is happening all over the world. The effects of the virus have left military families scrambling, not for reasons you might think. After the military action was stopped,
schools closed and redistributed, families are trying to figure out a plan that will continue to be the same as the next disaster. Do you have an emergency financial plan for your family? Having emergency funds for your family in times like this is very important. In the future, use these financial tips to help your family thrive in difficult times. If possible, save for three months. Have
proper insurance (travel, personal property, cars, tenants and houses). Save a small amount of money each month (separate from your regular savings). Do you have an emergency childcare plan? With the increasing number of schools and daycare centers closed, having an emergency plan for your children is very important. After reading that most military families don't have
someone they can ask for mercy, finding their village is now more important than ever. Since we believe that our school-age children spend most of their days at school, we are not really prepared to be there. Now we have to prepare. Here are some tips to keep your children safe and entertained. Or childcare facilities or nannies near your home. Have written childcare instructions
in your home emergency babysitter. Sign up for a free online school subscription. Cato.org has a wide list of online schooling opportunities. Do you have enough household products in case of an accident? Many military families live paycheck to paycheck. Excess food and household items may not be an option. However, there are things that you should always keep in your home
in the event of an accident or in this case quarantine. Always keep one week worth the basics of life in your home. Have a small supply ready to eat foods at hand. Do not forget baby formula pet food. Many people will not get into these things in preparation for the disaster. Does your family have exceptional medical needs? If you have an exclusive family member or members
who need medicines with the necessary medical care, this can mean the difference between life or death. Have a pre-written medical emergency sheet readily available contact your doctor for medication additions if you are close to running out. Have basic medical measures (cold medicine, bandages, pain relievers). Preparing relieves stress in any emergency, especially one that
has no direct end in sight. Visit Ready.gov to learn more about how you can prepare your family for an unexpected emergency. It's better to be safe than sorry. Also, check the CDC.com for the most targeted information. This article originally appeared on the military spouse. Follow @MilSpouseMag on Twitter. You may know that most veterans can be buried in state and national
veterans cemeteries with little or no money at all, but what about their spouses and other dependants? Your spouse may be eligible to be buried with you in the veterans cemetery at a low cost or free of charge. However, if you and your spouse have divorced and they are remarried, they are probably not suitable. Dependent children may also meet the requirements. Some
parents from those killed under active duty may also be eligible. As always, only veterans with other than dishonorable discharge (and their dependants) get this funeral benefit. There are also other restrictions on those found guilty of certain crimes. Arlington National CemeteryArlington National Cemetery is run by the Army Department. As such, it has rules that are slightly
different from the national veterans cemetery that are run by the Department of Veterans Affairs. The cemetery also lacks space for new funerals. Arlington National Cemetery. Therefore, burials and incarnations, cremated remains large remains of large walls of submission, are limited to specific groups. Currently burial at Arlington National Cemetery is open: Members who died
on active duty their immediate familiesRetirees and their loved ones familiesRecipients purple heart or silver star and above, as well as their loved ones' familiesBut honorably freed prisoner of war, who died after November 30, 1993, and their immediate familiesSveterans familySveterans their dependants, as well as some retired reservists are entitled to inurnment in the
cemetery. The cemetery will provide a headstone/marker for both veteran and dependants. National Veterans CemeteryThis cemetery is run by the VA. There are currently 136 national cemeteries in 40 states and Puerto Rico. Find the VA cemetery next to you. Burial is available to any veteran with other than dishonorable discharge, as well as their dependants. Va will provide a
headstone/marker veteran and belong. VA National CemeteryState Veterans CemeteryDils states have their own veterans cemetery. Eligibility is similar to va national cemetery, but may include residency requirements. Most states provide free burial and a headstone for a veteran; a high fee lower than id=listicle-2636201112,000 for eligible maintenance. State Veterans
CemeteryOther cemeteryTVale can provide a free headstone or marker to all eligible veterans buried in any cemetery around the world; However, it does not pay the cost of placing the cursor. Some countries will reimburse these costs. Dependants are not entitled to this benefit; however, some states may grant deprives to dependants. This article originally appeared on
Military.com. Follow @militarydotcom on Twitter. Twitter.
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